
6. Setting up the job (Job Programming) 

JOB Programming - FULL 

This section describes how to set up a job to do a step and repeat exposure of your patterns. 

A more detailed description is given in the Reticle Handbook (White binder\Biljana's 

desk). Jobs are created using the command SPEC. First information about the array steps, 

alignment offsets, and general job is asked for. Passes are attached to each job to apply 

parameters unique to each pass specified. You can have up to 6 passes in one job. In this 

way all exposure information for a complete mask set can be specified all in one 

job.  Following is the procedure for setting up a job and passes. 

Note: If at any point you wish to stop and start over with the job description hit CTRL C 

followed by A and ENTER on the keyboard to abort the SPEC command.  An abort of this 

type will result in no saved information.  When an asterisk * is displayed, this indicates the 

default value. If you hit enter for a reply to a question asked by the computer, it will be 

used whatever default value was.  If a numeric value is asked for hitting enter will leave 

the value previously specified, if that exists.  Also, if you put in an incorrect value and wish 

to go back a step press "Shift +?” and ENTER. If you want to go back more than one step, 

keep pressing "Shift+?" and ENTER until you go back at the step you want to correct. 

1. Type SPEC at the colon sign, hit enter 

2. Enter the "JOBNAME" This could be 1-9 alphanumeric characters long name 

3. METRIC or ENGLISH UNITS? (*M, E). Hit enter (*M is default value) 

4. JOB COMMENT: Input a job comment (for example: “TEST123 process”) 

5. TOLERANCE (1,2,*3,4,5,6). Set tolerance to 1. Default value is 3. Please use 1- the 

time required to stop and settle the stage to tolerable degree of vibration 

6. SCALE CORRECTIONS: Hit Enter for scale corrections. (It will be only needed if 

wafer shrinkage or expansion has occurred in a previous process step) 

7. ORTHOGONALITY: Hit enter for orthogonality, with no value. 

8. WAFER DIAMETER: Enter the wafer diameter in mm.  This defines the maximum 

area in which exposure can occur.  If you have a square or non-circular piece, you will 

need to specify a diameter that includes the entire square, not the length of a square. 

9. <<ARRAY PARAMETERS>> 

10. STEP SIZE: 

11. X step: Enter the step size in X in mm at the wafer plane (5X reduction at the wafer 

level). Step size is [die size+gap between dies]. 

12. *C-OUNT, S-PAN or A-LL: Use “C” for specifying the number of columns to expose, 

"S" for spanning certain width in X-direction, and "A" to fill in all area in X direction 

to the edge of a circular wafer. For square pieces you will always use “C”.  For quarter 

wafers, you will most likely use “C” and make the job array look square. You will then 

use dropouts in each pass to specify more complicated array shapes. 

13. When “C” is entered, you need to enter the number of columns desired (for X), and 

number of rows (for Y). 

14. Repeat 11 through 13 for the Y step. 



15. TRANSLATE ORIGIN: Keep this (x=0, y=0). It is generally used only if the wafer is 

off-center. This is useful information for piece substrates. When aligning first time, 

record the coordinate of corner that you are aligning to. You can enter this info (X, Y) 

as translate origin in your job. If you are consistent and always load your piece at the 

same location on the chuck, this will help you to spend less time in aligning. 

16. DISPLAY? (Y/N*): If you select "Y" you will see an “*” cartoon of the exposure array. 

The final array will be centered on the wafer. 

17. LAYOUT? (Y/N*): Layout will give you a display of the number of rows and columns 

and the distance from die (1,1) to the array center, taking origin translation into 

account. Usually this is not looked at. Hit enter to pass this up. 

18. ADJUST? (Y/N*): If you wish to adjust the numbers of rows and columns you can do 

this at the Adjust prompt.  Usually, you can hit enter to skip this. 

19. <<ALIGNMENT PARAMETERS>> 

20. STANDARD KEYS? (Y/*N): If you choose "Y", then the die used for right and left 

alignment is chosen automatically by the system.  This is good if you have a wafer 

larger than 38.1mm in the X direction and both alignment marks are exactly 38.1mm 

apart. If you do not meet these conditions (most jobs do not), you will need to 

choose "N". 

21. If “N” is chosen you will need to enter the row and column of the right alignment die. 

22. RIGHT ALIGNMENT DIE CENTER: 

23. R: (Row# of the right alignment die), 

24. C: (Column# of the right alignment die). 

25. Example: If you have (10X10) exposures, the right alignment die could be (R=10, 

C=10) and the left alignment die (R=10, C=1). 

26. For wafers: We usually select right and left alignment die bellow the center of wafer, 

and on the same row. It is practical to select left and right alignment die to be in the last 

row. This helps to quickly find alignment die, and do alignment. 

27. For pieces: We usually select right and left alignment die to be in the last row. 

28. RIGHT KEY OFFSET: The key offset is distance from the die (mask, main cell) center 

to the alignment mark center on the first layer (or the layer you will be aligning 

to).  Enter the number for X, and Y in (mm) at the wafer plane.  See picture below for 

sign convention of an alignment mark placed in quadrant 1 on the mask. The picture 

assumes normal Cartesian coordinates with the center-lines crossing at (0,0) and the 

mask is chrome-side down and oriented as it would be on the stepper. (This is the same 

orientation that you will have when viewing your L Edit file). 

29. SIGN CONVENTION for alignment key offset on mask (main cell) 

30. LEFT ALIGNMENT DIE CENTER: Repeat 22 through 29 for the left alignment die. 

Left and Right Key Offset are always the same, except for jobs with one single exposure 

(one die), where left and right key offset are different! 

31. EPI SHIFT: Skip through epi shift. Hit enter. 

32. <<PASS>> 

33. Now you are ready to enter information specific to this pass. This is unique information 

about the layer being exposed. 

34. NAME: Enter the pass name of the layer you are exposing. The pass name can be 1 to 

9 alphanumeric characters long.  (i.e. 1, 2 or "mesa", "trench" etc.). Job must have at 



least one pass. When you expose a job, you will specify it as: EX 

JOBNAME\PASS. (example: EX TEST123\1) 

35. PASS COMMENT: Next enter a pass comment, something like " Exposing first layer 

or Exposing trench" etc. This is not mandatory, but it is useful. 

36. EXPOSURE (sec): Enter exposure time for a resist coated on your wafer. 

37. FOCUS OFFSET [-50->+50]: Enter focus for a resist coated on your wafer. 

38. The best exposure time and\or focus for each resist should be optimized. We have some 

data available on WIKI available for Si wafers 

39. USE LOCAL ALIGNMENT? (Y/*N): Enter "Y" or "N" for local alignment. 

40. If this is a first pass (there is no any pattern on your wafer), you need to select in 

here "N". 

41. PASS SHIFT: Pass shift is a distance from the center of mask plate to the center of 

layer being exposed. Pass shift is used to shift exposure in the pass by a set amount. If 

you have multiple layers on a single mask, and only one layer is of interest (this pattern 

is off-center), you would enter the correct offset to ensure pattern alignment. See 

picture below for sign convention for pass shifts (X, Y) to place pattern into center of 

wafer. Enter Pass shift (X, Y) in mm at the wafer plane. This is usually number with 4 

decimal points (for example: x= - 4.2550, y= 4.5000). See picture below for sign 

convention of pass shift for a pattern placed in quadrant 1. The picture assumes normal 

Cartesian coordinates with the center lines crossing at (0,0) and the mask is chrome-

side down and oriented as it would be on the stepper. 

42. A-RRAY OR P-LUG: When "A" is entered all sites previously specified will be 

exposed except dropouts specified later. When P is entered, enter the row and column 

numbers of die you wish to be exposed.  Enter D at the R prompt to display the currently 

selected die. Press RETURN with a blank entry at the R prompt when finished. 

43. DROPOUTS: In the dropout section, sites or entire rows or columns can be removed 

from the exposure. At the prompt: R enter the row you want to drop. (Example R:1). 

At the C prompt, enter the columns you want to drop. (C: 1, C:10). If you want to 

remove the whole row, you can do this using a dash in between (i.e.3-10). Enter D at 

the R prompt to view the die that will be exposed.  Enter V at the R prompt to see a list 

of dropouts. Press ? at the R prompt to put back in the last die that was dropped out.  Hit 

return with no entry at the R prompt to exit. 

44. SAVE PASS? (*Y/N): Answer "Y" to save this pass. 

45. If other passes are desired, at the name prompt, enter the name of the new next pass 

46. If this is a second pass or any other pass you should repeat steps from (32-44). If the 

pass information is mostly the same as a previous pass, hit "Y" at the COPY prompt, 

and enter the name of the pass to be copied and change the info regarding exposure 

time and focus. If the pass is different, say "N" at the "COPY" prompt. Follow 

instructions to finish writing a new pass. At the end save pass. 

47. If this is a second pass or any other pass that has a critical alignment (max 0.15um 

alignment layer to layer), you need to use local alignment mark (DFAS). This would 

require writing a pass (usually called "mapping pass"). In this case you need follow 

next steps: 

48. <<PASS>> 



49. NAME: Enter the pass name for mapping. You need to give this pass a name that will 

be related to mapping, something like " LOCAL" or "DFAS". When you expose a job, 

you will specify it as MAP JOBNAME\MAPPING PASS, PASS. (For example: MAP 

TEST123\LOCAL, 2. Jobname: TEST123, mapping pass: LOCAL, pass=2. Using 

command MAP will align layer #2 to layer #1 with ~0.15um registration). The name 

of a mapping pass can be 1 to 9 alphanumeric characters long. 

50. COPY (Y/*N): Enter "N" 

51. PASS COMMENT: Next enter a pass comment, something like "mapping pass". This 

is not mandatory, but it is useful. 

52. EXPOSURE (SEC): hit enter, no value 

53. FOCUS OFFSET [-50->+50]: hit enter, no value 

54. USE LOCAL ALIGNMENT? (Y/*N): Enter "Y" for local alignment (DFAS) that 

needs to be already on a layer that is being used for aligning. 

55. REVERT TO P-REVIUOS ALIGNMENT OR G-LOBAL: P (enter P) 

56. NUMBER OF SITES PER DXD ALIGNMENT: 1 

57. DIE ALIGNMENT (FZT) OFFSET: Die Alignment offset is the distance from die 

(main cell) center to the local alignment mark center (DFAS) on the first layer or the 

layer you will be aligning to). Enter the alignment mark position in X, and Y in (mm) 

at the wafer plane.  See picture above for sign convention of the global alignment mark 

being placed next to global alignment mark in quadrant 1 on the mask. The picture 

assumes normal Cartesian coordinates with the center-lines crossing at (0,0) and the 

mask is chrome-side down and oriented as it would be on the stepper. (This is the same 

orientation that you will have when viewing your L Edit file). You should run a test 

sample to determine how well the DFAS system is performing for your mask set and 

process. You may need a small offset in X, and Y coordinates. 

58. PASS SHIFT: Enter values for X, and Y. For mapping pass usually pass shift for X, 

and Y is (0,0) 

59. A-RRAY OR P-LUG: A (Enter in here "P"). By selecting "P" we want to select dies to 

be used for mapping. We usually do not use all dies for mapping, just in each row 

several dies. Mapping requires at least 4 dies to be used for mapping. 

60. PLUGS: At the R prompt, enter the R# you want to use for mapping (for example R:1) 

61. Y-OFFSET: Hit enter 

62. At the C prompt, enter the C# you want to use for mapping (for example C:1) 

63. X-OFFSET: Hit enter 

64. When finished, enter D at the R prompt. This will display dies that are selected for 

mapping. 

65. SAVE PASS? (*Y/N). Select "Y". 

66. WRITE TO DISK? (*Y/N). Select "Y". 

67. Before running the job, you should EDIT the job to make sure all info is correct. 

68. EDITING AN EXISTING JOB: Use the EDIT command followed by the file name. 

(Example: EDIT test123) 

69. Scroll through job and all passes and change any desired parameters. 

70. Don’t forget to save the changes. 

71. You are ready. 



 

 
 

 


